ABSTRACT Traditional reversible data hiding (RDH) focuses on enlarging the embedding payloads while minimizing the distortion with a criterion of mean square error (MSE). Since imperceptibility can also be achieved via image processing, we propose a novel method of RDH with contrast enhancement (RDH-CE) using histogram shifting. Instead of minimizing the MSE, the proposed method generates marked images with good quality with the sense of structural similarity. The proposed method contains two parts: the baseline embedding and the extensive embedding. In the baseline part, we first merge the least significant bins to reserve spare bins and then embed additional data by a histogram shifting approach using arithmetic encoding. During histogram shifting, we propose to construct the transfer matrix by maximizing the entropy of the histogram. After embedding, the marked image containing additional data has a larger contrast than the original image. In the extensive embedding part, we further propose to concatenate the baseline embedding with an MSE-based embedding. On the recipient side, the additional data can be extracted exactly, and the original image can be recovered losslessly. Comparing with existing RDH-CE approaches, the proposed method can achieve a better embedding payload.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reversible data hiding (RDH) is a technique that hides data into a digital media reversibly, which is used to carry additional data with an imperceptible way. With the RDH technique, the hidden messages can be extracted accurately, and the original image can be recovered losslessly. RDH is useful in the applications of labeling digital images. In cloud storage, the server can embed additional data, e.g., timestamps, labels, user information and remarks, into images uploaded by the users. As the messages are attached inside the images, the server can achieve a better management and save the storage overheads. Besides, the original content can be exactly recovered before the users' downloading.
In the past two decades, many works on RDH have been done [1] , most of which are based on eliminating the MSE distortion. Traditionally, there are three types of RDH,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yu-Chi Chen. including the lossless compression (LC) based RDH [2] - [4] , difference expansion (DE) based RDH [5] - [8] , and the histogram shifting (HS) based RDH [9] - [14] . In early RDH approaches, a digital image is compressed to vacate spare rooms for accommodating additional data. In [3] , some contents of an image, e.g. the insignificant bitplanes, are compressed and concatenated with the additional bits. On the recipient end, the hidden bits can be read directly from the end of the image, and the original image can be recovered by decompression. The LC based RDH is efficient and easy for implementation. Nevertheless, the trade-off between embedding rate and image distortion of LC based RDH is not good enough. To improve the embedding performance, Tian [5] proposed a DE based RDH where the differences of two adjacent pixels are expanded to carry additional bits. Based on this idea, many other DE methods were proposed to improve the embedding capacity or decrease the image distortion [6] - [8] . One representative method is the prediction error expansion (PEE). After estimating each pixel using many neighborhood pixels, the estimation errors are expanded to carry additional bits. Histogram shifting is another popular idea of RDH, which realizes embedding by reversibly modifying a histogram of the image. In [9] , Ni et al. propose to shift some histogram bins of an image to create several vacant bins. The additional bits are then hidden into the image by filling the vacant bins. After that, a variety of HS based RDH were proposed to achieve better performances [10] - [14] . Multiple histograms modification (MHM) were utilized to hide a large amount of additional data by Li et al. [12] . Also, better embedding capacity can be achieved by integrating prediction error shifting and pixel value ordering (PVO) techniques [13] , [14] . Besides, there are also some RDH works on JPEG images [15] - [18] and encrypted images [19] - [21] .
Recently, some RDH methods with image enhancement (RDH-CE) are proposed [22] - [28] . Different from traditional RDH methods, the restriction of mean squared error (MSE) distortion is relaxed to achieve better performance. In RDH-CE methods, image quality is evaluated mainly by structure similarity (SSIM) [34] . The image quality can also be preserved even MSE distortion is large. By relaxing the MSE restriction, a larger embedding capacity can be achieved in [22] - [28] . The first RDH-CE scheme was proposed by Wu et al. [22] . They propose to generate histogram spare bins by iteratively merging some histogram bins. The additional data are then embedded into the image by splitting the peaks using histogram shifting. After embedding, contrast of the original image is enhanced. In order to ensure reversibility, certain amount of side information is required to be embedded in each round.
The embedding performance of [22] was further improved in [23] - [28] in many aspects. Several improved strategies are proposed, e.g. automatic contrast enhancement [24] , controlled enhancement [25] , adaptive and bi-directional histogram shifting (BHP + AHS) [26] , etc. to better exploit the characteristic of histogram distribution. Moreover, the issue is also addressed that the embedding capacity of RDH-CE might not be satisfactory when the number of pre-shifted histogram bins is small. Some traditional RDH schemes are future applied as extensive embedding in [24] - [28] . Gao and Shi [25] further conducts data embedding using integer wavelet transform (IWT). Chen et al. [26] utilizes pixel value ordering technique right after image preprocessing as the first-round data embedding. These methods point out a way to effectively combine RDH-CE scheme with MSEbased RDH embedding. Experiments show that the improved frameworks of RDH-CE produce a higher amount of payload with a better visual quality. Besides, the idea of RDH-CE was also successfully applied on medical images in [23] and [27] , which help to improve the quality of detailed information and help accurate diagnosis in addition to reversible data hiding.
In this paper, we proposed a novel RDH framework with contrast enhancement. The proposed framework is consisting of two parts, namely, the baseline embedding and the extensive embedding. In the baseline part, the histogram vacancies are first reserved by merging the histogram bins.
After maximizing the entropy of the histogram, we generate a transfer matrix. With a histogram shifting algorithm, we embed a large amount of additional data into the image. In the extensive embedding part, the baseline embedding is further concatenated with the MSE based embedding. We use the prediction error based histogram shifting to achieve an even higher payload. The recipient can extract the additional data and recover the original image without any error.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related works of RDH-CE. The proposed framework is depicted in Section III and detailed in Section IV and Section V. Section VI provides the experimental results and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS A. RDH WITH CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT
Wu et al. [22] present the first RDH algorithm with contrast enhancement (RDH-CE). Data embedding is realized during the procedure of contrast enhancement by pairwise histogram shifting.
For a grayscale imageI, the data hider first constructs the histogram for all pixels. Let the histogram be h(i), where i represents the intensity and i = 0, 1 . . . , 255. Before data hiding, some bins at both ends of the histogram need to be merged to generate a histogram with spare bins. From 256 intensities the data hider symmetrically selects bins with values 0∼ m and 255-m ∼255, where m is an integer and 0< m < 127. Next, the data hider merges the bins of 0∼ m to m + 1, and 255-m ∼255 to 255-m-1. The merged histogram h'(i) is represented by (1) .
The pairwise merging operations are realized by iteratively modifying a pair of pixel values in the original image. The embedding procedure includes m rounds of histogram shifting. In each round, the data hider finds two peaks from the histogram. Let h (k) (i) be the histogram generated after the k th round, where k = 0, 1, 2 . . . , m, and h (0) (i) =h'(i). Denote the two peaks used in the k + 1 th round as p , and the additional bits to be embedded in this round as b (k+1) , where p
, and b
Therefore, pixels of the image generated in the k th round is modified to hide the additional bits b (k+1) . With these operations, a large amount of additional data can be embedded. As for side information, a location map is required here for the recipient to distinguish the merged boundary pixels in the pre-process. VOLUME 7, 2019 The procedure of data embedding is reversible. With the invert operations implemented through m rounds, the hidden data can be extracted, and the merged image can be correctly recovered. Afterwards, the recipient decompresses the additional data to get the location map, and the original image can be recovered without loss by subtracting the location map from the merged image. As the approach does not evaluate the MSE loss during data embedding, the image containing additional bits is an enhanced edition of the original image. The visual effect is determined by the rounds of data hiding. Generally, a larger m will result in a larger payload, but the marked image is more enhanced in image contrast, accordingly, and thus the visual quality of the enhanced image might be lower.
Wu et al. [22] achieves a good performance of maintaining imperceptibility after data embedding. However, certain limitations exist in this algorithm. First, if the highest histogram peaks are generated by the preprocessing, the pixels will be shifted away from their original neighbors, which will result in noticeable artifacts, or salt and pepper noises in the marked image. Besides, the embedding rate of RDH-CE is comparatively low when the utilized number of pairs (m) is small.
B. IMPROVED STRATEGIES
In [24] , Kim et al. also expand the highest bins in the histogram for data embedding. But they leave empty space for histogram shifting by merging the lowest bins with their neighboring bins. Therefore, the pre-processing in [22] is no longer required. Besides, the MSE caused by the merging procedure in each round is slightly lower. However, as the histogram peaks are usually utilized only once during data embedding, the method still requires a large amount of shifted histogram bins to hide data. In practice, it also cannot escape producing visual distortion in many plain-view cover images.
In [25] , Gao et al. proposes a controlled contrast enhancement method for better visual quality. And the IWT technique is applied to get a higher hiding capacity. The data hiding scheme thus includes two independent stages: data hiding in spatial domain, and data hiding in IWT domain. In order to avoid the excessive contrast enhancement, the number of embedding rounds is controlled by evaluating the relative contrast error (RCE) [33] . A proper RCE threshold is specified to achieve an upper boundary of satisfactory contrast stretch. The first stage is terminated when the RCE of the marked image after an embedding round is larger than the threshold. In the second stage, more additional bits can be embedded into the IWT domain. The coefficients in the sub-bands with high frequencies are modified to accommodate additional bits. Detailed calculation on IWT coefficients and the embedding procedures can be found in [25] . During the data hiding procedure, contrast of the original image is moderately enhanced. For the method is extended with an MSE-based data hiding technique, a better embedding capacity than [22] can be achieved. On the recipient side, the procedure of data extraction and image recovery is two-folded, and the reverse operations can be used to extract the hidden data and the recover the original image.
In [26] , an RDH-CE scheme named PAB is proposed. The procedure of data embedding in this paper can also be divided into two stages: data embedding using histogram shifting, and data embedding using the PVO technique. First, adaptive and bi-directional histogram shifting is proposed to improve the embedding performance. It can automatically shift the image histogram to make the gravity center of the marked image close to the middle of the intensities after embedding. Thus, the histogram shifting process is adaptive to the histogram distribution. Then, the bidirectional histogram pre-shifting is further applied to lower visual distortion by reducing the range of pixel modification. Afterwards, the embedding capacity is further increased by exploiting the PVO technique at the early stage of contrast enhancement. Experimental results show that this method generally provides even better hiding performance than [22] and [24] , [25] .
In [28] , Wu et al. further proposes RDH-CE with orderpreserving histogram bin expansion (OPHBE). The scheme adds a restriction in the pre-processing of [22] . Only the adjacent bins in the histogram can be merged. As a result, such restriction helps to better preserve the image enhancement quality than [22] . Like [24] , the bi-directional histogram shifting is also replaced with unidirectional shifting. Besides, some evaluating indices for image enhancement, such as PCQI [35] , are introduced to help evaluate the performance.
Although the existing RDH-CE methods in [22] - [28] are effective in reversible data hiding, there are certain limitations. First, the capability of maintaining the visual quality after image enhancement based embedding should be improved. Second, the utilization of histogram bins is not efficient enough. Third, some schemes may introduce salt and pepper noise into the image during data embedding.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework is depicted in Fig. 1 , including the baseline part and the extension part. The baseline part provides a novel scheme of RDH with contrast enhancement, while the extension part provides another scheme that extends the baseline. In the figure, the right-going flows represent the procedures of data embedding, and the left-going flows represent data extraction & image recovery. Fig. 1(a) depicts the baseline part. Given an image, we first vacate embedding rooms by a vacancy reservation algorithm, which generates an intermediate image. After that, we propose a matrix construction algorithm to generate a transfer matrix for embedding. The matrix is related to the features of the intermediate image. Subsequently, we iteratively embed the side information and the additional data into the intermediate image to generate a marked image. The process of data extraction and image recovery is a reverse of the embedding procedure.
We further propose a new RDH-CE framework, which is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The baseline part is concatenated with a prediction-based histogram shifting to embed more additional bits. The scheme is inspired by [32] , in which the transfer matrix construction for the prediction error histogram (PEH) is provided. After that, an iterative embedding close to the scheme of baseline part is applied.
IV. BASELINE PART
In this section, we detail the proposed RDH approach using baseline embedding, including vacancy reservation, transfer matrix construction, data embedding, data extraction and image recovery.
A. VACANCY RESERVATION
Given a grayscale image I sized m r × m c , we first generate the histogram h = {h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h 255 }. We denote that there are M original histogram vacancies in the original image, satisfying h i = 0 (M might equal to zero). Since utilizing the original histogram vacancies in the original image can merely promise a desired embedding rate, we merge the least significant histogram bins (i.e. the bins that contain the least pixels) in h to generate more histogram vacancies. Here, the term ''merging h i into h j '' stands for modifying all pixels with the value i to value j.
We select N least significant bins from h and denote after removing all empty bins in h . We use a non-negative sequence ω = {ω 0 , ω 1 , . . . , ω K } to record the number of vacancies assigned with each h seq i ∈ h seq . Next, we assign the histogram vacancies into h seq . If a histogram vacancy is assigned with h seq i , then it must be assigned on the adjacent location on either side in the ultimate histogram. Here, ω is a zero sequence at the beginning. According to the information theory, given the transfer possibility that a grayscale g i is reflected as (1+ω i ) grayscales in the marked image, a total of g 0 log 2 (1+ω i ) bits can be embedded by histogram shifting. We define anentropy increment sequence e = {e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e K } to record potential local entropy increment if a histogram vacancy is assigned.
The vacancy assignment is realized by iterative steps. 
In the r th round (from 2 to N ), we further take the maximum of e i and update ω p,r by ω p,r = ω p,r + 1, and finally update e p,r according to (2) . To avoid the effect of overenhancement, we set the upper bound of ω i as ω b , and ω b = 5 is usually the best in practice. The potential embedding rate can be consistently increased with the iteration. The rest of vacancy assignment goes in the same way until the sum of ω equals to N . Afterwards, we simultaneously assign all the histogram vacancies into the sequence, so that the histogram for the enhanced image I e can be generated.
We start by initializing the new histogram for I e as h e = {h e 0 , h e 1 , . . . , h e 255 and assign all h e i ∈ h e equal to 0. We denote the corresponding non-empty histogram bin for h ∈ h seq , we can iteratively find the corresponding histogram bin in h e . Eventually, the histogram vacancies will be evenly assigned to the both sides of every h e i ∈ h e according to ω, and there will be at least N vacant bins in h e .
Finally, if we have more original histogram vacancies than needed, i.e. M > N , the rest histogram vacancies are adaptively assigned on either end of the histogram to let the gravity of h e close to the center gray value. Afterwards, by mapping all the pixels in I' to their new grayscales, we get the enhanced image I e . Fig.2 provides a numerical example for explanation. For simplicity, we use a 4-bit gray-scaled image, totally containing 16 grayscales. The image histogram is denoted as {h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h 15 }. We set N = 4 and M = 1. In the merging stage, the non-empty least significant bins h 0 , h 8 , and h 15 , are merged with h 1 , h 9 , h 14 Afterwards, the histogram vacancies are removed and the histogram sequence is formed as h seq = {5, 35, . . . , 5}. After applying the iterative steps, the reserved histogram vacancies are iteratively inserted into the to guarantee an exact recovery on the recipient side, some side information is collected.
First, we record the difference between I and I' by calculating the error map E m = I − I , which is called the location map (LM). This map is then compressed by arithmetic encoding. Let the compressed binary sequence be A E , and the recipient can recover the original image once he recovers I . Second, we record the differences between h and h e by a 256-bit binary sequence A O , which can be used to conduct the recovery of I' from I e .The side information A C = [A O , A E ] is used for recovering the original image, which will then be embedded into the image as a part of the payload sequence in h 2 , h 5 , h 12 and h 14 . The histogram of the enhanced image is illustrated in Fig.2(c) . Fig.3 provides an example of the reservation operations. Fig. 3(a) is original image and its histogram. Fig. 3(b) shows the image and the histogram after merging. The resulting image I e and its histogram is illustrated in Fig.3(c) .
In Table 1 , the statistic distribution of ω is observed on some popular databases [30] - [31] . The ''Most Common Test Images'' are 20 famous test images used in many papers, including ''Lenna'', ''Photographer'', ''Man'', ''Barbara'', ''Baboon'', etc. Here the term ''V-P Ratio'' stands for the number of vacancies assigned with a peak in the histogram. Generally, most histogram peaks are assigned with one or two histogram vacancies. And the portion gets lower with a larger V-P ratio value.
B. TRANSFER MATRIX CONSTRUCTION
Denote X= {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x 255 } be the histogram of the enhanced image I e , and Y= {y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y 255 } the histogram of an image I s generated by embedding additional data into I e . We define a transfer matrix T to represent the procedure of transferring X to Y. The transfer matrix can be written as (3) . where t i,j stands for the number of pixels whose values are changed from i to j. For a transfer matrix, the constraints for every t i,j is defined in (4) .
According to the information theory of reversible data hiding, the embedding payload ρ is equal to
in which H (X) stands for the information represented by X and H (Y) the information represented by Y. Since the distribution of X is fixed, the embedding payload ρ is therefore determined by the distribution of Y. The histogram Y can be represented by the elements of each column t c i = [t i,0 , . . . , t i,255 ] in the transfer matrix T
The entropy of each row can be calculated by
And the amount of information in each row is equal to
Therefore, the information of X can be calculated by
Accordingly, the information of Y can be calculated by
The amount of additional data (bits) that can be embedded during the procedure of transferring X to Y is equal to (5) , which indicates ρ is determined by the elements t i,j in the transfer matrix. To achieve a large embedding payload, a properly defined transfer matrix is required. To this end, we propose an algorithm to generate the matrix T after iterative rounds of modifications. Firstly, we calculate a scaled histogram X = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . ,x 255 } as
where Q is the quantization level. The scaling process is used to avoid the effect of image size, where a larger Q implies more precision of histogram. Yet, more data are required to represent the scaled histogram. We initialize T with a diagonal matrix T (0) , in which
Let there be m 0 non-zero element in the matrix T (0)
i,j by (8) , in which µ is the pre-defined modification step. 0,i,j . Consequently, we obtain 2m 0 entropy values after 2m 0 attempts of modifying T (0) . From these attempts, we identify the best modification that result in the maximal entropy,
Accordingly, we realize the modification on T (0) by changing t
After this round, we generate a transfer matrix T (1) .
In the following rounds, we use the same algorithm as the first round. In the k th round (k >1), when modifying the transfer matrix T (k−1) , we calculate the maximal entropy caused by the modification attempts,
To terminate the iterative modification and identify the final transfermatrix T=T (k−1) , we can either quit when a desired payload is reached, or break the iteration on the condition than ϑ k−1 < θ, where θ is a pre-defined parameter that denies further iteration if the potential entropy increase for each round is less than this threshold. The parameter is equivalent to setting a threshold K as the maximal iteration rounds, e.g. 20000, to quit the loop. We compress X into a binary sequence A M . Each element in X is represented by a number of log 2 (m c ·m r /Q) bits, where · is a ceiling operator. The sequence A M should also be embedded into the cover image as a part of side information. With these bits, a receiver can reconstruct the transfer matrix T for image recovery and data extraction by conducting the same iterative transfer matrix construction on X. The retrieved transfer matrix is identical to that for data hiding for the recipient and data hider use the same iterative algorithm on the same histogram. Fig.4 (b) shows the histogram after data embedding.
C. DATA EMBEDDING
Once the transfer matrix T is generated, we iteratively embed additional data M into the image I c . We divide the image I c into same-sized L blocks. In each block B k (1≤ k ≤ L), we embed a segment of additional data by the arithmetic decoding algorithm. The side information A C generated in Section IV should be included ahead of the additional data. (b k,1 ), n(b k,2 ) , . . ., n(b k,s )}, respectively. We denote b k,u as a vector of
According to the transfer matrix T, the possibility of modifying a pixel value from i to j can be calculated by (17) . 
Next, we replace the n(b k,u ) pixels b k,u in the block B k with theb k,u . After implementing the data embedding procedure on all pixels in block B k , we obtain a new block B k ' containing additional bits. Next, we generate the side information A B k for pixel recovery in B k ', which is used for converting the received B k ' back to the original B k . The side information is to distinguish which pixels in xare counted through transfer and which are not Let there be t kinds of pixel values {c k,1 ,c k,2 , . . 
We get the vector c k,u that has the original value of pixels inc k,u . We turn n(c k,u ) integers into a segment of side bits 
After the data embedding procedure on all pixels' values in block B k , we have A B k = [A k,1 ,A k,2 , . . . ,A k,t ] as side information for B k . As A B k should be embedded into the cover image, we put it ahead of the additional data M before data embedding in the next block. In the last block, we alter the least significant bits (LSB) of the first block with A B L and A M . In practice, the length of LSB of a single block is always adequate to hold the side information. Then, the LSB of the first block A LSB should also be embedded in the image. We put A LSB ahead of M when we finish data hiding in the first block and alter the LSBs with the binary sequence
A B L and A M , as essential side information to begin the data extraction, can be directly extracted from LSB.
D. DATA EXTRACTION & IMAGE RECOVERY
When the recipient gets the marked image I m , the hidden bits can be extracted, and the original image can be accurately recovered. Fig.6 demonstrates the flowchart of data extraction and image recovery. The recovering process of the baseline part contains the iterative extraction and inversion of vacancy reservation.
In the iterative extraction, the recipient firstly divides the image L blocks and extract A M and A B L from LSB of the first block. The side data A M is used to generate the diagonal matrix T (0) . With the same steps detailed in the transfer matrix construction, the transfer matrix T is iteratively generated. Now the recipient starts the recovery from B L '. First, he gets
While the transfer matrix gives us the possibilities
where He also gets the vectorb k,u that has the modified value of pixels in b k,u . He turns n (b L,u ) integers into a segment of bits m k,u by arithmetic encoding, So the pixels counted in h N i should be modified to have the grayscale M i . Afterwards, the pixels of I E are modified accordingly, and the post-merged image I can be accurately recovered. Then, to inverse the merging operation and get the original image, we decompress A E into the location error map E m using the arithmetic decoding. Eventually, we recover the original image I by adding the location map with I , i.e. I =E m +I .
V. EXTENSION
The proposed framework is further extended to gain a higher payload while preserving high image fidelity. Our experiments show that many state-of-the-art MSE-based RDH scheme, such as data embedding in IWT domain, multiple histogram shifting, difference expansion, can also be effectively applied after the baseline for a better embedding performance. In the proposed method, we apply a modified version of RDH with optimal transfer on prediction error histogram (PEH) [32] as extension. The extensive part is applied at the early stage of contrast enhancement. This section specifies the procedures of transfer matrix construction, data embedding, and data extraction & image recovery. Let the host image used for MSE based embedding be I p . We divide the pixels into Set A and Set B according to the chessboard-like fashion shown in Fig.7(a) . For each center pixel p u,v , we generate an estimated value by (23) (23) where w −1,0 , w 1,0 , w 0,−1 , w 0,1 are the weights. The estimation error is equal to
The optimal weights can be found by solving the equation defined in (25) .
The optimized estimation error e Opt u,v for all pixels will be used for data hiding.
Let the prediction error histogram (PEH) be G = {. . . ,g −1 , g 0 , g 1 , . . .}, in which the pixels with e Opt u,v = i are counted as g i . As is illustrated in Fig.7(b) , g i declines with the increase of absolute value of i, referring to the fact that most pixels can be precisely estimated by its neighbors for a natural cover image. We further define the distortion level caused by the modification of transfer matrix as D, where
In order to achieve a good payload-distortion performance, a Lagrange function is defined in (27) (27) where ρ is identical in definition to the counterpart in (8) , and the constraint condition is (26) .
To find the maximal payload ρ, the derivative of L against t i,j in (27) should be equal to zero, i.e., if two different t i,j and t i,k are positive, there is
Subsequently, we employ an iterative method similar to Section IV.B to find a transfer matrix that can maximize ρ in (5). The transfer matrix T P is initialized as an identical matrix. In each round, we calculate λ(i, j, k) for each t i,j > 0 and k, where k = j, h i > h k . At the end of each round, we find the largest λ (i, j, k), i.e. λ (n) (i, j, k). Accordingly, we modify the matrix using the same operation defined in (14) and (15) to enlarge the entropy of PEH. The value of λ (n) (i, j, k) decreases as the iteration moves on. Like the baseline part, we terminate the iterative procedure when a desired payload is reached, or the iteration round exceeds a predefined threshold.
During data hiding, the host image is divided into two sets which are used to make predictions on each other. The data hiding procedure therefore consists of two stages: data hiding in Set A and in Set B. First, we get the four optimized weights by (25) , and the prediction error histogram is generated using these weights. Then, we get the optimal transfer matrix T A P for Set A using the above iterative calculation. We conduct data hiding procedure based on the transfer matrix. Here, the block-to-block data embedding technique is also applied. Each time we hide data into a block, the generated side information is to be hidden in the next block. Finally, the side information for recovering the last block of Set A, together with four weights and side formation for constructing the transfer matrix of Set A, is to be hidden in Set B. Then, the data hider continues the data hiding procedure in Set B using the same iterative method.
At the end, the side information for the last block in Set B, four predicting weights and side formation of the original histogram, which is used to construct the transfer matrix of Set B, is hidden in the LSB of the first block. To ensure reversibility, the original information LSB of the first block is hidden in the image as part of the payload. Note that the predicting weights and the transfer matrices for Set A and Set B are different. And thus, they cannot be applied on each other.
Steps of data extraction and image recovery for each set much resemble the iterative process of recovery in the baseline part. First, the marked image is divided into subsets, and each subset is further divided into blocks. The side information hidden in the LSB of the first block in Set B is extracted for data extraction of Set B. Then, the side information is decompressed into the original histogram, side information for B L in Set B and four predicting weights. Next, the PEH of Set B is generated using the predicting weights, and the transfer matrix is constructed by applying the same iterative modification on the original histogram. Afterwards, additional data, together with side information for recovering the previous block, is extracted through iterative embedding, and the image can be exactly recovered. The recovery of Set A is almost the same, and is conducted after that of Set B. Finally, we concatenate all parts of retrieved additional data.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the proposed method, we have conducted many experiments on thousands of gray-scaled images in BOWS-2 [30] and BOSSBase 1.01 [31] . We use binary random sequences as additional messages, i.e., the possibilities for 0 and 1 are equal. Notice that in the figures and tables in this section, we are comparing the pure payload between different methods. In our method, all parts of the side information required in the framework, including A C , A B k in the baseline part and side information in the extensive embedding, are subtracted from the total amount of the additional data to calculate our pure payload. We discuss the experimental settings and evaluations ahead of showing the embedding performances. Next, we compare the proposed RDH-CE framework with many state-of-the-art RDH-CE methods proposed in [22] - [28] . Finally, we conduct the security analysis using SPAM [36] .
A. SETTINGS AND EVALUATIONS
The main parameters in the proposed framework are the amount of reserved histogram vacancies in the baseline and the number of blocks that the original image is divided into on data embedding. Generally, the payload increases when more histogram vacancies are reserved. However, the quality of the marked image may decrease.
In Fig.8 , we analyze the size of payload and side information in the baseline under different amount of histogram vacancies. The payload here must be large enough to hold the required amount of side information A C . The location map accounts for the majority of A C . The maximum of histogram vacancies should be determined when the increasing speed (or gradients of the curves in Fig.8 ) of the payload is lower than that of the side information. The pure payload of the baseline will get smaller since then. We prohibit using more histogram vacancies than the maximum during data embedding in the baseline. From the figure, the payload is generally much larger in amount than the side information. Also, it is obvious that for typical testing images, the gradient of side information generally exceeds that of the payload when we utilize more than a hundred number of histogram vacancies. And averagely for BOWS-2, up to 115.26 histogram vacancies can be used for data embedding. Therefore, the following experiments are mainly conducted by utilizing 10∼130 histogram vacancies.
Also, the cover images are equally divided into 64 subsets in the extension. It ensures that the payload of each subset is generally more than the required amount of side information of the previous block. Large blocks will produce larger amount of side information. Meanwhile, small blocks will increase the computational complexity, and the coding efficiency for arithmetic encoding is usually much lower.
For objective image quality evaluation, we mainly employ the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) [34] . While PSNR is a traditional image distortion measurement which is widely applied in the embedding performance analysis of traditional RDH methods, it is designed mainly for error detection between two images. Thus, it may not effectively measure the visual quality of natural image quality to human eyes. As a result, the procedure of image contrast enhancement often results in a much lower PSNR. It explains why PSNR of a marked image produced by an RDH-CE algorithm is often much lower than one by an MSEbased RDH algorithm. SSIM is proposed generally based on the degradation of structural information, which is much better in providing consistent and subjective image visual quality. The value of SSIM ranges from 0 to 1. A higher structure similarity between the cover image and the marked image is indicated by a high SSIM closer to 1. Previous experiences in [22] - [28] have shown high correlation between human visual perception and the structural similarity in plain views. Therefore, in this paper, we mainly evaluate the quality of the marked image using SSIM, rather than PSNR.
Apart from PSNR and SSIM, the degree of contrast enhancement is also measured by the three quantitative evaluation methods proposed in [33] , namely, Relative Contrast Error (RCE), Relative Entropy Error (REE) and Relative Mean Brightness Error (RMBE). RCE compares the standard deviation of different images. Improved image contrast is suggested if RCE is greater than 0.5. REE and RMBE respectively measures the difference of histogram entropy and mean brightness of different images. Meanwhile, we also refer to patch-based contrast quality index (PCQI) [35] for quantitative evaluation of the degree of contrast enhancement. Generally, an image is enhanced in contrast when PCQI is greater than 1, and a larger value usually indicates a better visual quality.
The computational complexity of the proposed framework is fair compared to the existing works. The data hiding and extraction for an image can be done within half a minute by a personal laptop with 2.60 GHz CPU and 8.00 GB RAM. The average time cost of data hiding for the proposed framework is 28.84s for BOSSbase 1.01. Wu et al. [22] and ACERDH [24] can hide data with ten seconds due to the simplicity of their algorithms. OPHBE [28] usually takes several extra seconds to compute. Thus, the time cost of the proposed framework is a little bit longer than these works because the algorithm is more complex. However, the framework is comparable in time consumption to Gao and Shi [25] and PAB [26] which also cost about half a minute to hide data. The iterative construction of transfer matrix and iterative embedding in the framework is the most time-consuming part. Also, they are proportional to the iteration number and the number of blocks. Generally, both procedures will finish within several seconds. Other steps in the framework cost much less time to compute. For the inversibility of the procedures in the framework, the time costs of embedding and extraction are roughly the same. Fig.9 shows the reversibility test of typical cover images. The four columns are respectively the original images, the marked images after applying the baseline of our proposed method, the marked images after extensive embedding, and the recovered images. In Table 2 The experiments indicate that the marked images generated after embedding preserve good visual effects. Table 2 shows the amount of payload, side information for each stage using different histogram vacancies. From the table, the pure embedding rate of PEH embedding might be low for some content complex images such as Baboon. However, the pure embedding rate of the baseline is high enough to overcome the defect. Also, for some images like whose histogram tends to be flat, we get a lower capacity in the baseline yet a higher capacity in the extension. Averagely, the percent of contribution to the pure embedding rate from the PEH embedding is around 20%-50%. The results show that the baseline method can be well extended with histogram shifting technique in PEH. The reason is that: The two stages of data embedding in the proposed framework respectively conduct histogram shifting on two different his tograms of an image. The procedure of contrast enhancement and data embedding in the baseline part may largely lower the strong correlation of the neighboring pixels, causing the bell-shaped prediction error histogram to be fatter. And thus, the baseline part will enlarge the original entropy of the prediction error histogram and the expected ρ in (5) will be lower accordingly. It explains why the extensive part should be applied ahead of the baseline part.
B. EMBEDDING PERFORMANCES
In Fig.10 , by applying different algorithms on eight typical testing images from image database, we compare our extended framework with Wu et al. [22] , Gao and Shi [25] and PAB [26] . In every set of the marked images, the embedding rates are close. From Fig.10 , we can easily observe that Wu et al. [22] often produce over-enhanced detail information in their marked images. The rest algorithms are much less likely. Also, our proposed framework is better in preventing salt and pepper noise and sharpening effect especially in the border areas. Besides, the visual satisfactory of the marked images generated by our framework is easily perceptible. In Table 3 , details of the statistical embedding performance of these images are given. A further assessment of image enhancement assessment can be observed from the image quality evaluating indices. Generally, the proposed method gives the best SSIM and either best or second best PSNR in every image set. The PCQI values for the proposed method are all larger than 1, which represent better visual quality, and gradually rank first in the table. PAB [26] and OPHBE [28] gives the closest SSIM, PSNR and PCQI compared to our framework. Also, the other indices also prove that our algorithm is effective in image contrast enhancement Wu et al. [22] often produce a much higher RCE, which often results in the over-enhancing issue. However, the rest methods are less likely to have the over-enhancing defect.
C. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PERFORMANCE
To compare the PSNR-embedding rate and SSIM-embedding rate performance of different RDH-CE schemes, we conduct the embedding experiments both on the baseline part and the extension of our proposed framework. Here, ACERDH [24] and OPHBE [28] are added for comparison. The experiments shown in Fig.11 are conducted over a thousand randomlyselected test images from BOWS-2 and BOSSbase 1.01. The curves represent the average embedding performance of different algorithms.
As is shown in Fig. 11(a) , the proposed framework has the highest SSIM value when identical payloads are embedded into the same images. It indicates that our method has a better capability of producing better visually satisfying output than the state-of-the-art methods. Gao and Shi [25] and PAB [26] also give promising performance when we try to embed a comparatively low payload. But as our method is based on embedding data according to an iteratively constructed transfer matrix, we usually require a lower number of histogram vacancies for a same payload. And thus, a higher structural fig.9 . similarity can be ensured. Besides, judging from Fig.11(b) , our method out-performs other methods in having a higher PSNR value when a large payload is required. It stands for a higher fidelity to the original image. The reason of PSNR being low in our framework when the payload is low is that: like PAB [26] and Gao and Shi [25] , the proposed framework is the combination of a novel proposed contrast enhancement scheme and an extension of an MSE-based RDH scheme. Therefore, the distortion introduced is two-folded. However, less histogram vacancies are required when the payload is larger. Thus, PSNR of the proposed framework is generally higher.
We also plot the average performance of the baseline part in the figures. The baseline part is mainly responsible for contrast enhancement in our framework. It generally ranks high in PSNR. The embedding rate of the baseline is usually lower than Gao and Shi [25] and PAB [26] , which results in a weaker SSIM-embedding rate performance. However, the performance of the baseline part is still comparable with ACERDH [24] and OPHBE [28] .
Generally, our experiments show promising performance in preserving the image quality after data embedding. The high embedding performance is especially remarkable when we hide a large payload. The baseline part is also efficient in being extended with traditional MSE based RDH schemes to further enlarge the pure payload.
D. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We include the popular SPAM feature set proposed by Wang et al. [34] for a brief evaluation of the security of our data hiding framework. The proposed steganalysis algorithm uses first-order and second-order Markov chains to model the value differences between neighboring pixels. Same as other typical steganalysis algorithms, SPAM first extracts the local features of the cover images and the marked images. Then the features are submitted to the ensemble classifier proposed in [35] for a classified detection. For space limit, we refer readers to acquire the detailed implementation of SPAM feature in [34] .
We use the second-order SPAM features that contains 686 features. The error rate of SPAM detection is calculated to evaluate the security of the proposed framework. The error rate P E is defined in (29) .
Here, P FP and P FN respectively mean the false alarm rate and false denying rate. A higher P E of a data hiding method usually indicates a better capability in data secrecy. P E is always positive and cannot exceed 0.5. Generally, the security will be weaker against the SPAM detection when we enlarge the payload. Table 4 shows the classification error of the steganalyzers of the proposed framework. Higher payload is represented as higher amount of histogram vacancies. As can be easily observed, the proposed method generally provides high information security. The error detecting rate is close to 50% when less than 50 histogram vacancies are used. It indicates the proposed framework can evade the steganalysis detection easily when the payload is low. The error rate is still comparable when we utilize more histogram vacancies. For Gao and Shi [25] , the error detecting rates of using 120 histogram bins are 7.33% and 5.58% respectively for the two image datasets. Thus, the proposed framework succeeds in outperforming [25] in data secrecy.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel RDH-CE framework is proposed. In the baseline part, histogram vacancies are reserved by merging the least significant bins in the histogram. An iterative algorithm is proposed to construct the transfer matrix for capacity increment. With the transfer matrix, the transfer probabilities are obtained for pixel modification. Accordingly, the additional data can be embedded into the image by arithmetic coding. The proposed method is further extended by histogram shifting based on prediction error histogram. On the recipient side, the hidden data can be exactly extracted, and the original image can be correctly recovered. Besides the conventionally used PSNR and SSIM, we use several other indices for image assessment. The experimental results show that, comparing with existing RDH-CE approaches, the proposed method can achieve a better embedding payload while the marked image is preserved in visual quality. Besides, the framework is comparable in terms of anti-SPAM detection. 
